
Traits: 

Attributes 
Control Daring Fitness Insight Presence Reason 

Disciplines 
Command Conn Security Engineering Science Medicine 

Focuses: 

Values:

Stress: Resistance:  

Attacks: 

Special Rules 
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	Designed By: Claude Renaud
	Image2_af_image: 
	NPC Type: [(Notable NPC)]
	Text2: Paradox
	Command: 2
	Conn: 5
	Security: 4
	Engineering: --
	Science: --
	Medicine: --
	Control: 11
	Daring: 6
	Fitness: 6
	Insight: 3
	Presence: 12
	Reason: 5
	Resistance: Distance from Focus
	Stress: 10
	Focuses: Insatiable, All-consuming Hunger.
	backstory: Perhaps the weirdest & most counterintuitive of creatures are Paradoxes. Unlike most beings that simply occupy a certain amount of space at any given time, this incomprehensible monstrosity exists, with a different degree of probability, in many places at any given time. 
	Values: 
	0: Must consume all material beings.

	SpecialRules: Dark Sight: It has no penalties to its Difficulty for seeing in low-light or in total darkness.Reality Assault: A Paradox is 99% material where it actually is & 1% less material for each metre away from its true location (called Focus) to a minimum of 0%, where it simply isn't. Thus, any attempt to hit (or pass through) it 75m away from its true location has 74% chance of missing (check for a miss after attack, dodging rolls are resolved). For area effects use highest materiality percentage in the covered area. This works both ways, so if it attempts to strike a target which is some distance from its focus it has the same chance of missing as the target. It targets all creatures within 100m of its focus with each attack, as if all images attack simultaneously. Fortunately, a single creature can only be attacked once/Combat Turn. Its attacks do not wound or shatter but rather destroy the victim's very place in reality. Every time it hits a target with its dreadful touch, the target loses 10% of its materiality. A creature with less than 100% materiality has a chance equal to its materiality of each attack being ineffective or being able to pass through occupied space. Creatures reduced to 0% materiality disappear forever. 
	Dice1: 1
	Dice2: 0
	Dice4: 0
	Dice3: 0
	CD1: A
	CD2: A
	CD3: A
	CD4: A
	Weap2: 
	Weap3: 
	Weap4: 
	Weap1: Reality Assault (Melee, 10% loss/touch, Nonlethal)
	Traits: Paradox,


